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Garnier & Linker

Guillaume Garnier and Florent Linker are two
French creators based in Paris. Their work is about
giving a contemporary design to rare materials
and savoir-faire. All pieces are handmade in small
series by French master craftsmen. As designers,
they get their inspiration from decorative arts and
sculpture, to create pure-shaped forms revealing
their materiality. With their background in interior
design, they offer objects that meet all demands of
modern interiors, with bespoke options according
to architects and decorators needs.
Garnier & Linker are the scenographers of
Spazio Nobile & The Random Collection at
Biennale Interieur, Hall 1, L40, 18-22.10.2018, as
part of The Landmarks designed by Studio Verter
Spazio Nobile represents Garnier & Linker since
April 2018
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GARNIER & LINKER

Sculpted Vase
2018
vases uniques dans une série aléatoire de 20 ex,
pâte de verre obtenue suivant un procédé à la cire
perdue /unique vases in a random edition of 20,
lost-wax molten glass
approx. 28 x 10 x 10cm
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GARNIER & LINKER

Kaspar Hamacher

Kaspar Hamacher (1981, Eupen, BE) is graduated
from the Academie Beeldende Kunsten of
Maastricht, Netherlands. Taking nature as his basis,
he is focused resolutely on physical rather than
conceptual design.

All photos, copyright Atelier Kaspar Hamacher / Jules Lobgeois

“Die Werkstatt could be anywhere where I feel
comfortable: inside or outside, in the forest or at the
workshop. It’s in me. You go to the place where it is easiest
to find yourself. Now I feel comfortable and Die Werkstatt
is also a resting place where I can take time, often alone,
and therefore I feel like I am Die Werkstatt. In my work,
I start with a concept and then I apply it directly in the
material. I make no drawings or models and I start from
scratch. I have an idea of a functional or conceptual object
that I then try to communicate. Wood is a medium. It’s
a composition that allows me to express my feelings. My
roots are: origin, childhood, images and dreams, always
together with what I feel. I shape the wood until nothing.
Less is more to avoid feeling burned out.”
All pieces by Kaspar Hamacher are unique or
bespoke and stamped by the designer.
Kaspar Hamacher is represented by Spazio Nobile
since 2016.
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KASPAR HAMACHER

Monolith(s)
2017
sculptures
chêne massif / solid oak
disponible sur mesure
/available in bespoke dimensions

Vue de la galerie
/View from the gallery
Photo by Margaux Nieto Courtesy of Spazio Nobile

Photo by Jules Lobgeois
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KASPAR HAMACHER

François Azambourg

François Azambourg explores the expressive
potential of manufacturing processes and the
shaping of materials, whether industrial or
handmade, innovative or traditional. François
Azambourg’s work is driven by research,
the alliance of art and techniques, and a
constant attention to economy of means. He is
represented by Galerie kreo and Spazio Nobile
and works for Cappellini, Ligne Roset, Hermès
and Petit h, Louis Vuitton, Poltrona Frau, Ciav,
etc.
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FRANÇOIS AZAMBOURG

Douglas Vase
2017
mould blown glass in Douglas pine
CIAV, Meisenthal-France
Douglas Doré, 12 x 12 x 17cm
Douglas Noir Aplati, 17 x 13 x 16cm
Photo by Margaux Nieto, Courtesy of Spazio Nobile
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FRANÇOIS AZAMBOURG

Bela Silva

Bela Silva is born in Lisbon, Portugal, and studied at both the
Porto and the Lisbon Fine Arts Schools in Portugal; ArCo,
Lisbon; Norwich Fine Arts in the UK; School of The Art
Institute of Chicago in the United States. She currently lives
between Lisbon and Brussels, Belgium.
Among her shows: Chicago’s Ann Nathan Gallery and
Rhona Hoffman Gallery; Lisbon’s Museu do Azulejo (Tile
Museum), Museu Anastácio Gonçalves in Lisbon, Palácio da
Ajuda, and Fundação Ricardo Espírito Santo; and also shows
in China and in Japan. She has participated in group shows
of tile art in Brazil, Spain, France; ran ceramics workshops
in Japan and Morocco; and been awarded residencies at
Kohler, Wisconsin, USA, and at Fabrica Bordalo Pinheiro,
Caldas da Rainha, Portugal.
She has created several public art pieces, namely tile panels
for the Alvalade subway station in Lisbon; panels for the
Sakai Cultural Center’s gardens in Japan; and panels for
the João de Deus School in the Azores Islands. She created
12 large pieces in 2017 for the gardens of the museum of
Ancient Art as well as exhibited her work that same year at
the museum of Orient in Lisbon, mixed with the collections.
Bela Silva Book is available at the gallery with an essay by
Anne Bony, ed. Galerie du Passage, 2018.
Spazio Nobile represents Bela Silva since 2017.
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BELA SILVA

Grande Perruque
2017
grès, engobes
/stoneware, cast slips
ø28 x 44 cm

Photo by Balthazar Delepierre Courtesy of Spazio Nobile
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BELA SILVA

By opening Spazio Nobile in April 2016, in the
dynamic and cosmopolitan Ixelles neighbourhood of
Brussels (Belgium), Lise Coirier and Gian Giuseppe
Simeone have united their passions for design and art
history, initiating a dialogue between contemporary
applied arts, design and photography. Commissioning
installations that are both experimental and artistic,
with a particular sensibility to everything connected
to nature and minerality, the gallery organises four to
five exhibits each year, dedicated to both rising and
established talents. Without creating borders between
the disciplines, the visual arts interact with the fine arts.
@spazionobilegallery
#spazionobilegallery #iide2018 #iide #jphine
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